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ON THE SIGNORINI PROBLEM WITH FRICTION 
IN LINEAR THERMOELASTICITY: 
THE QUASI-COUPLED 2D-CASE 
J lRI NEDOMA 
(Received June 5, 1985) 
Summary. The Signorini problem with friction in quasi-coupled linear thermo-elasticity (the 
2D-case) is discussed. The problem is the model problem in the geodynamics. Using piecewise 
linear finite elements on the triangulation of the given domain, numerical procedures are proposed. 
The finite element analysis for the Signorini problem with friction on the contact boundary Fa 
of a polygonal domain G cz R2 is given. The rate of convergence is proved if the exact solution 
is sufficiently regular. 
Keywords: contact problems, variational inequalities, numerical analysis, mechanics, geo-
physics. 
AMS Classification: 73TD5. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem studied is a simulation of a dynamic plate tectonic model, mathe-
matically describing the collision zones in the sense of the new global tectonics. The 
aim of the present paper is to extend the results of [23] to the case of plate collision 
with friction on the contact boundary between the colliding plates and blocks. 
Similar to [21], [23] we shall assume that the collision model can be investigated 
from the point of view of 2D — quasi-coupled thermoelasticity. 
In the following we shall deal with the quasi-steady-state problem consisting of 
the equilibrium equation 
(1-1) (c«««*i(«) + i « y ( r - - ; ) ) j + / i = 0 in G 
and of the heat conduction equation 
(1.2) (*tjTjh+W=QWjTj in G, 
where G is the region occupied by the obducting or subducting plate with boundary 
dG. The boundary consists of three parts, dG = FT u FM u Fa. Thus we consider 
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the following three types of boundary conditions: On the Earth's surface 
( l . 3 a - c ) Tijnj = P0i, T = T0 or xtJT9jnt = q0 on FT, 
where T0, q0 are the temperature and the heat flow and P0 is the loading on the 
Earth's surface; 
— on the boundary FM the displacement vector u and the temperature Tare prescribed, 
i.e. 
(1.4a, b) u = u0 , T = Tt or x ^ T ^ = 0 on F, U 9 
— the boundary Fa represents the contact boundary between the colliding plates, 
thus the Signorini conditions and the Coulombian law of friction are given: 
(1.5a) un :g 0 , Tn(u) ^ 0 , unzn = 0 on Fa (the Signorini conditions) 
(1.5b) | T » | = 3F\xn(u)\ , \u\ (\zt(u)\ - <F\zn(u)\ = 0 
(&xH(u)) (x) < 0 => 3A ^ 0 , ut(x) = -(fat) (x) 
(the Coulombian law of friction) , 
(1.5c) T^T2, q^O, (T-T2)q = 0 on Fa, 
where un, ut are normal and tangential components of displacement and xn(u) = 
= Zij(u) n^j, xt = T — xnn are the normal and tangential components of the stress 
vector. 
In linear elasticity contact problems with friction in the sense of the Coulomb law 
(see [3]) were solved for the first time by Necas et al. [15] who solved the case of 
a strip in K2, and Jarusek [12] — [14] who solved the case of a strip in P3 and the 
general case of the contact of three-dimensional elastic bodies with a sufficiently 
smooth boundary. Numerical analysis of Haslinger [7] and Haslinger, Hlavacek [8] 
gives the ideas how to solve these types of problems numerically. Due to the dif-
ficulties of the problem, Duvaut [2] introduced a modified friction law for the 
Signorini problem replacing the normal stress on the contact boundary by its mollifier. 
The aim of the paper is to present the mathematical analysis of the model problem 
of the contemporary geodynamics as well as the theory of thermoelasticity, and to 
prove the existence and convergence theorems. 
2. VARIATIONAL SOLUTION OF THE SIGNORINI PROBLEM WITH FRICTION 
Let G cz R2 be the plane region with a Lipschitz boundary dG, occupied by either 
an obducting or a subducting plate at the moment t = tp. The boundary dG consists 
of the parts FT, FM, Fa, dG = FT u FM u Fa. Let x = (xu x2) be Cartesian co-
ordinates. Let n = (nl9 n2), t = (tl912) = ( — n2, nt) denote the unit outward normal 
and tangential vectors to the boundary dG. Let us look for the temperature T e H1(G) 
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and the displacement vector u = (ul9 u2) e W
1 = [i-f1(G)]2, where Hk(G) = Wk,2(G)9 
ke R1 denotes the Sobolev space in the usual sense. Let eu(u) be the strain tensor 
and let Duhamel - Neumann's law be considered, i.e. 
(2.1a, b) T V = ciJkl ekl(u) - ft/T - Tp) , eu = %uu + M,,.) 
where xu = zu(x) is the stress tensor, Tp = Tp(x) is the input temperature at which 
the materials are in the initial strain and stress state, Ptj(x) e CX(G) is the coefficient 
of the thermal expansion. The elastic coefficients cijkl(x) e &((}) satisfy the usual 
symmetry conditions and the conditions of Lipschitz continuity and ellipticity 
(2.2a, b) cijkl = Cjiki = ckVU , 
0<aoS (cUkl(x) Z^j) \Z\~
2 ^ A0 < co Vx e G , £ = ($u) e R* , 
# 0, A0 are constants independent o f x e G and £ e K
4. 
Let xl7 = xu(x) e ^(G) be the thermal conductivity fulfilling 
(2.2c, d) xu = Kji, xu(x) Uj = c\C\
2 , Vx 6 G , VC e R2 , c = const. > 0 . 
Let W = W(x) e I?(G) be the heat sources in the lithospheric plate, Q(X) e C(G) and 
ce(x) e C(G) the density and the specific heat, fe [l}(G)Y the vector of the body 
forces. 
The stress tensor satisfies the equilibrium conditions 
(2.3) T o v + f , = 0 . 
On dG we define the stress vector T, its normal and tangential components by 
T. = Tij(x) n}, xn = xini = xunjni, xt = r^, = xunjti, 
and the normal and tangential displacement components by un = uini and ut = uj^ 
Further, denote by (•, •) the scalar product in [L2(G)]2, by < •, • > the scalar product 
in [L2(Ta)Y and by [•, •] the scalar product in [L
2(dG)]2. Denote by H_1/2(Fa) 
the dual space of H1/2(Fa) = {v\ve H
1/2(dG)9 v\c]{dGxro() = 0, with the norm 
H1/2(dG)}. 
We shall look for such T, u, T replaced by T + z, u replaced by u + w, where z 
is a sufficiently smooth scalar function in G = G u dG satisfying (1.3b), (1.4b) and 
z = 0 on Fa, and w is a sufficiently smooth vector function in G = G u dG satisfying 
(L4a) and w = 0 on Fa. Then due to ( l . l ) —(1.5) and this transformation we have 
the following problem: 
Problem (Pf): find a scalar function Tand a vector function u satisfying 
(2.4a, b) -(x. j(x) TJ)J + QceVjTj = Q , (cijkl(x) ekl(u))j + F, = 0 , 
i — 1, 2 in G , 
where E; = / , - (/?< 7(r- T„)),y + ( c y » A l » ) j e L\G), 
Q= W+ (xyi j ) , , - ece^Z>J. e L
2(G), 
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(2.5a, b) T=0, xiJnJ = Pl on Tt, 
where P ; = Poi - ciJklekl(w) n ;, 
(2.6a, b) T=0, u ; = 0 , J = 1 , 2 on T„, 
(2 .7a-c) TgT2, ^ 0 , ( T - T 2 ) g = 0 on T,, 
"» ^ 0 , T„ ^ 0 , U„T„ = 0 on va , 
and 
|T,(U)| ^ J^|T„(U)| , |ti,| ( |T,(U)| - ^ | T „ ( U ) | ) = 0 , 
(#-T„(u)) (x) < 0 => 3A ^ 0 , u,(x) = -(At.) (X) , 
where J* is the coefficient of friction, A is a non-negative function on Ta, q is the heat 
flow, and F e [L2(G)]2, P e p r 1 / 2(T t)]
2 , u0 e [H
1/2(T„)]2, tf0 e L
2(Tt), Tp e ff-^G), 
T. 6 H-1/2(T„), T2 e H-V\rX Q € L\G), T0 e H^'
2^). 
Let us suppose that Fae C
21(Fa), J ^ e C
0,1 have a compact support and let 
dist (supp J~, dG \ Fa) > 0. Let us denote by 
XV = {w | w e H1(G), w = 0 on FM u FT in the sense of traces} , 
V = {v | v G PV1, D = 0 on Tu in the sense of traces} 
the spaces of virtual temperatures and displacements, respectively, and by 
XK = {w | w e XW, w ^ T2 on Fa in the sense of traces} , 
K = [v\veV, vn g 0 on Fa in the sense of traces} 
the sets of admissible virtual temperatures and admissible virtual displacements, 
respectively. Further, denote 
jf = {gne H~
1/2(Fa), gn = 0 in the dual sense to the ordering on 
{w e H1/2(dG), w|cl(eG\ra) = 0, provided with the norm of H
1/2(dG)} given by 
the restriction of the canonical ordering on L2(Fa)}. 
As our quasi-coupled problem is indeed not coupled, therefore both the problems 
in thermics and elasticity can be solved separately and the coupling terms 
(Pij(T — Tp))j have the meaning of body forces. Our further investigations will be 
based on the results of [23], [ 1 2 ] - [ 1 5 ] , 
We shall introduce an auxiliary problem, in which T„(W) in (2.7) is replaced by gn. 
Let gn e 2tf be arbitrary. For T, w e H\G), u.veW
1 we put 
b(T, w) = bx(T, w) + b2(T, w) = (xtj(x) TjWti + QceVjTjw) dx , 
J G 
(2.8) s(w) = Qw dx + J q0w ds or s(w) = Qw dx, 
J G J rT JG 
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B(u, v) = cijkl etJ(u) ekl(v) dx , S(v) = Ftvt dx + P.v. ds , 
J G J G J Er 
L(v) = L0(v) + jgn(v), L0(v) = $B{v, v) - S(v) , 
hSP) = <^M> K|> = J ^|gn| N ^ . 
Definition 2.1. Bj; a variational solution of the auxiliary problem (Pf)v we mean 
a pair of functions (T, u), Te 1K, u eK, such that 
(2.9a, b) b(T, w - T) ̂  s(w - T ) , 
B(u, v - u) + <^|g„| , |i>,| - |u,|> ^ S(i> - u) , Vw e *K , VveK 
where \gn\ means ~gnfor gne <&?. For gn = 0 we have the case without friction 
(see [23]). 
For u e W1 we define r„(u) by 
(2.10) < T » , i>„> = B(u, i>) ™ (F, v) Vv e W1 , i;f|r- = 0 , vn\Gli3Q\rm) = 0 . 
Definition 2.2. A solution (T, u), T e XK, u e K , 0f(2.9) such that &%n(u) = ^ g r t 
with xn(u) from (2.10) is called a weak solution of the Signorini problem with 
friction in linear quasi-coupled thermoelasticity. 
R e m a r k . As the problem is quasi-coupled the problem (2.9b) is equivalent to the 
following variational formulation: u eK such that 
(2.9b') L(u)^L(v) VveK. 
As the set K is a nonempty, closed and convex subset of V, the functional L0(v) is due 
to Theorem 2.1 of [23], convex and differentiable, the func t iona l^ (v) = <g|vf|>, 
g = 3*\gn\ is convex and non-differentiable, hence due to [1], (2.9b) and (2.9b
;) 
are equivalent. 
It can be shown that any classical solution of the problem discussed is a weak 
solution, and conversely, if the weak solution of the discussed problem is smooth 
enough, then it represents a classical solution of the problem discussed. 
The next theorem gives the existence and unicity of the solution of the problem 
(Pf)v and an estimate of it. The theorem states that there is a unique solution and that 
the problem is well-posed. By the well-posedness we shall mean the existence, uni-
queness, and continuous dependence of the solution on the given data (T0, Tl9 Q, 
wo> F> Po)' From the physical point of view, it reflects the fact that the solution only 
changes a little for little changes in the displacements and surface body forces and 
temperatures. 
Theorem 2.1. Let (2 .2a-d) hold. Then for every Q e L2(G), q0 e L
2(Ft), g e L°°(Fa), 
P e [L2(F t)]
2, F e [L2(G)]2 there exists a unique solution of Problem (Pf)v. Further-
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more, there exist constants c0, cx independent of gn such that 
Mi <£ ColqoIL2(r,) + flefL-(G) + l|T1 |1 + IFoli , 
\\UU> = ci\\phmrx)p + Mimo? + Mwl. 
Proof. The bilinear form b: lVx 1V~* R1 is 1V — elliptic and bounded on XV 
and Q e (XV)'. To complete the first part of the proof for the thermics, the analogy 
of the Lax-Milgram theorem for variational inequalities can be used. For the second 
part of the proof for elasticity, the set K is closed and convex in XW9 hence it is 
weakly closed. The functional L0 is strictly convex and weakly lower semicontinuous 
(see [23]). The functional <g, |tff|> is convex and continuous, and thus it is weakly 
lower semicontinuous (see [4]). According to the Korn inequality B(u, u) g: ciflttfl^i 
which is satisfied on V and jgn(
v) =* (a> K | ) = 0 (f° r a n arbitrary g GL°°(Fa), we 
have <g, \vt\y ^ 0 as g ;> 0 a.e. on Fa), we find L(u) - • oo as [Jttfljp- -> oo. Further, 
substituting v = u0, u0 e W
l, u0|rtt = 0> into (2. b) we get B(u, u — u0) ^ S(u0 — u). 
Applying the Korn inequality, we conclude that 
CiHJir- g B(u, u) ^ B(u, u - u0) + S(u - u0) ^ 
£ I t t lk- K||W- + | | ^ | [ L 2 ( W l"||Wi + M]L-(r-YP ll
wIIW* > 
which completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
To prove the existence theorem of the contact problem with bounded friction, 
estimates of the admissible coefficient of friction are necessary (Theorem 2.2). 
The problem was completely solved by Jarusek [12], [13] for the case of linear 
elasticity. As we see from his results and results of Necas et al. [15], the estimate 
of the maximal admissible magnitude of the coefficient of friction SF depends on the 
elastic coefficients, precisely on constants a0 and A0 of (2.2b) near the contact surface 
in the nonhomogeneous anisotropic case, and on the Lame constants X and \i in the 
nonhomogeneous isotropic case, and is independent of the acting body and surface 
forces. As in this paper we deal with the quasi-coupled problem, which is not coupled, 
the results of Jarusek [12], [13] can be fully accepted also in this thermoelastic case. 
Lemma 2.1. A mapping $: 3Fgn i—> SF tn(u) is continuous on H"
1/2(Fa) and 
T„(W) G 2tf for every gn e Jf. 
For the proof see [13]. 
The next lemma gives the regularity of 3>. 
Lemma 2.2. A mapping <!> acts from H~1/2 + y(ra) to H"
1/2+y(Fa), ye(0 ,1 /2) 
such that 
(2.11) | |<%.) | | - i / 2+ y S c ( M o o ) I0.I-1/2+, + ct(F, P, u0) , 
where J- | |_1 / 2 + y is the norm in H~
1/2+%Ta), fl-fl^ is the norm in L°°(Fa). 
The proof is based on the use of certain renormation technique by means of shifts 
in arguments in (2.9b), the Fourier transformation and the method of local coordi-
nates. For the proof, see [13]. Finally, we have the following result. 
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Theorem 2.2. Let G be the domain with the boundary 8G = Tt u Ta u Tu defined 
above. Let xu(x), cijkl(x) satisfy (2.2). Let T0eH~
1/2(rt), Tt e H~
 1/2(r„), T2 e 
eH-ll2(ra), UoeW
1 such that «0|e.(aC\ru) = 0. Let Fe[L
2(G)]2, QeL2(G), q0e 
eL2(Tt), Pe [ / f -
1 / 2 ( r t ) ]
2 such that [P,w~] = 0 for every w e [H1/2(3G)]2 swch 
i7u.f w|ei(aG\r.) = °-
 Let & e c°''(ra) l*«»e a compact support in Ta. Let 
(2.12a, b) Moo<(^)1/2> «"• l l ^ I ^ d f ^ ) 1 7 4 - ^ / ^ 2 
for the nonhomogeneous anisotropic case or for the homogeneous isotropic case, 
respectively, where c2 = piQ"1, c2 = (X + 2/j)g_1, A,// are the Lame coefficients, 
Q the density, cs, cp the velocities of S and P waves, respectively, then there exists 
at least one solution of the Signorini problem with friction for the quasi-coupled 
case in thermoelasticity. 
Proof. The proof of the thermic part of this theorem is equivalent to that of 
Theorem 2.1. Further, the coupling term (pu(T - Tp))tj e [L
2(G)Y acts as a body 
force (see [23]). As the estimate of J^ does not directly depend on the body and surface 
forces, it does not depend on the term (Pij(T - Tp))j, either. Thus the same technique 
of Jarusek of [13] can be used. Then using (2.11), the above mentioned properties 
of <P on H"1/2(Fa), the Sobolev imbedding theorem and the reflexivity of the spaces 
involved, the weak continuity of # on 2tf n H"1/2 + y(Pa) is proved. Further, a convex 
subset M cz j f n H~1/2+y(Fa) which is mapped by $ into itself is found, provided 
c(M|oc) < 1> for which the estimate (2.12) must be fulfilled. Applying Tichonov's 
fixed point theorem (see e.g. [13]) we prove the existence of a fixed point of <!>, for 
which the appropriate u is a solution of the contact problem with friction considered. 
The proof is given in detail in [13] for linear elasticity. 
Remark. Theorem 2.2 and especially the estimates (2A2a, b) have practical 
significance in geophysics, above all in the analysis of the geodynamic processes 
taking place in the regions of collision of lithospheric plates and blocks. The meaning 
of these estimates is following: the expression ^\gn\ = ^\tn\ represents the friction 
forces acting on the contact boundary Fa, which must be overridden in order to 
shift the lithospheric blocks. These estimates and the estimates based on the numerical 
analysis give us some information about the distribution of the stress field in the 
collision zone and allow us to interpret some observed anomalous geophysical 
fields discussed by the author for the Carpathians (see [19], [22]). 
3. NUMERICAL SOLUTION 
For the numerical solution the finite element method, based on the Galerkin 
technique, will be used. Let us assume the case with the given friction g ~ ^\gn\ _ 0, 
g e L^^^ a.e. on Ta, where g is the given frictional force. Then we define 
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(3.1) jgn(v) = <g, H> = gЫ às • 
T« 
Let the given bounded domain G a R2 with the polygonal boundary dG be 
,,triangulated", as in the case without friction ([23]). Let {&~h} be a system of regular 
triangulations defined as in [23] with the end points FM n Fx, FM n Fa, Fa n FT 
coinciding with the vertices of the triangles Th. 
Let * V/,, Vh be the spaces of linear finite elements 
iyh = {w\we C(G), w\Th e Pl9 w = 0 on Fu u FT, VT, e ^ } , 
V, = {v | v e [C(G)f, v\Th e [P^
2 , v = 0 on Ftt, VT„ e ^ } , 
where Px is the space of linear polynomials. Further, define 
*Kh = {w\we
1Vh, w S T2 on Fa} =
 xVh n
 XK , hence lKh c
 XK for Vh , 
Kft = {v | v e Va, v„ = 0 on Fa} = Vh n K , hence Kh c K for Vh . 
Definition 3.1. We 5«j lhal a pair of functions (Th, uh), Th e
 lKh, uh eKh is a finite 
element approximation of the problem (Pf)V, if 
(3.2a, b) b(T, w - Th) = s(w - Th), 
B(u, v - u;i) + <g, \vt\ - |K) , |> = S(t? - uft) Vw G % , v eKh . 
R e m a r k . As the problem is quasi-coupled, a finite element approximation (3.2b) 
of the primary problem (2.9b) is equivalent to the following formulation: 
find uh e Kh such that 
(3.2b') L(uh) = L(v) VveKh. 
Theorem 3.1. There exists a unique solution of the finite element approximation 
(3.2) for Vh, h G (0, 1). 
Proof. SinceKh is a nonempty, closed and convex subset of W
1, it is weakly closed. 
Thus the proof of both parts of the theorem is similar to that of Theorem 2.2, in 
which the functional j9n(v) = <g, |v,|> is convex. Q.E.D. 
Lemma 3.1. For Te *K, ueK, The
 xKh, uh e Kh we have 
(3.3a, b) ||T - Th\x S c{b(Th - T, wh - T) + b(T, w - Th) + 
+ b(T,wh-T)-(Q,w-Th)-(Q,wh-T)}
1/2 Vwe'K, w.e'K,, 
c = const. > 0 , 
\u - uh\\m = c0{B(uh - u, vh - u) + B(u, v - uh) + 
+ B(u, vh - u) - (F, v - uh) - (F, vh~ u) + jgn(vh) - jgn(u) + 
+ id?) - hiuh)} m > Vv G K , vheKh, c0 = const. > 0 . 
The proof is similar to that in [5], [23]. 
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Theorem 3.2. Let Fa be polygonal Let T2 e H




2, <u) e [L°°(ra)p, ue{W^(ra)f, g e L°°(Fa). Let 
1Kh cz *K, Kh cz K. Let the changes un < 0 -> un = 0 and u, = 0 -> ut + 0 Occur 
at finitely many points of Fa Only. Then 
l l T - T ^ O t h ) , flu ~u ,J^= 0(h). 
Proof. To prove this theorem, the technique of the proofs of Theorems 2.6 and 
2A0 of [23] will be used. We have lKh c *K, K, cz K, Vh e(0, 1). Using Lemma 
3.1, Green's theorem and the assumption that T and u are sufficiently regular we 
obtain 
(3.4a) | T - T„||2 ^ c{l/26||T- Th\\\ + 1/2,--|T - wft||
2 + 
+ c3||Tft - Ttlt ||wft - T||L2(fi) +jrTj* - Th)ds + c2\wh - TlL2(ra)}
1/2 , 
s > 0 arbitrary , 
for the thermal part, and 
(3.4b) ||u - 1 1 * 1 ^ c0 | l /2e | ju , - u\\
2





rij(u) nAvh — w)fds> , 8 > 0 arbitrary, 
for the elastic part. 
To estimate the right hand side of (3.4a) we put wh = Tu, where TL2 e
 1Vh is the 
Lagrange interpolation of Ton the triangulation 3Th. As (TLI)n g T2 on Fa, we have 
Tu e *K and since TLI e
 1Vh, also TLl e
 1Kh. Thus 
(3.5) \\TL1 -T\\tS crh\\T\\2 , |(TLi)w - TM||L2(ra) <; csh
2 2||T,||H2(ra), 
Due to [23], 
\TLÍ ~ ' ||L-(G) 
T„(w - Tft) ds = 0(/i
4) . 
Thus 
| | T - Th\x ^ c{l/26crl h\T\\2 + l/26-iCr2 /jllTH, + 
+ c3c, h\T\2 + 0(h
4) + c2csh
2£||Tft||H2(ra) = 0(h), 
which proves the first part of the theorem. 
To estimate the right hand side of (3.4b) we set vh = ML/, where ML/ e Vft is the 
Lagrange interpolation of u on the triangulation £Th. As (uLi)n g 0 on T,, MLJ e K. 
Since MLJ e Vh, we have MLJ e Kh. Thus 
I K . - u\\m ^ c, h\u\w2, ||(MLL)„ - M„||[L2(rij)j2 -g ^ h
2 ^ \ \ U n \ \ l H H r ^ . 
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In (3.3b) the terms B(u, v — uh) — (F, v — uh) and B(u> vh — w) — (F, vh — w) are 
estimated by using Green's theorem and later by using a suitable choice of vh e Kh9 
v e K. Thus applying Green's theorem we obtain 
B(u9 vh - w) - (F, vh ~ w) = rw(w) (vh - u)n ds + Tf(w) (vh - u)t ds = 0 . 
To estimate the integrals 
Ji(ra) = TM(W) (vh - u)n ds and J2(Fa) = T,(W) (vh - u)t ds 
we assume that Fa = {jra., where UVai approximates piece wise linearly the 
i i 
boundary Fa. To estimate the first integral we distinguish several cases: 
— the case wn(x) < 0 , x e Fa.. Then due to WWT„ = 0, the integral Ji(Fa.) = 0. 
— the case un(x) = 0 and un(x) < 0 —> un = 0, x e Fai. Let us put vh = wLI. 
Due to the properties of wL/ discussed above, either (uLI)n = 0 on Fa. and then 
Ji(Fa,.) = 0 or (wLI)„ < 0 and then 
\Ji(rJ\ S \\(uLI)n - ww||Loo(f } |T„| ds S cSih
2 . 
Jr«. 
The last inequalities hold because for w e [W1,G0(Fa)]
2 and T e [ r ( f a ) ]
2 , une 
e W1,00(Fa.), TneL°°(Fa.), and because (wL/)„ is the Lagrange interpolation of un. 
Hence |Ji(Fa)| = csh
2. 
Now we estimate | jVa Tf(w) (v̂  - w)f ds + ^(v,,) - jgn(u)\. We have several cases: 
- the case ut(x) > 0 for x e Fa. Due to (3.2b) we have Ji(Fa) + J2(^a) + j9n(v) -
- jgn(u) = 0. Further, g|wf| + xtut = 0 a. e. on Fa. Hence g = ~%t a.e. on Far 
Let us put vh = wLI. Thus (wLI)f = (wf)L/ and (wLI)r (st)9 sf e Fap Si are the points 
of the triangulation on Fa. Then (wf)Li > 0 on Fai and 
I {-Q[(U)LI ~ ut] ~ g[(ut)LI - wj} ds = 0, i 
the case ut(x) = 0 for x e Fa. As (wf)LI = 0 on Fa., we have 
I {rt(u) [(ut)LI - wj + g[|(wf)LI| + |w,|]} ds = 0. I 
— the case u,(x) < 0 for xeTa . Since ut < 0 on ra, we have \ut\ = - u t and 
(ut)LI < 0. Thus g = T, a.e. on Far Let us set vh = uLI. Then 
L {9[(",)LI - ««] + g[~(ut)u + ",]} ds = 0 , 
- the case when ut(x) = 0 changes to ut(x) =j= 0 for xeTa. Let vh = uu. Since 
« e \W^(ra)f, r e [L^E,)]
2, g e I?(ra), we have u, 6 ^ - " ( f . , ) and T, € L°°(f J . 
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Then 
(T,(M) [ ( U . ) L / - « ř] + í [ | ( « . ) u | - |«.|]} ds 
( |T,(U)| + g) ás ^ cnh 
^ \\(ut)u - "»| LC°(T*.). 
Thus 
Jr 




Finally, we obtain 
1« - uh\\wl g c.{«A||iiliV. + B-'h
2^, + csh
2 + crh
2}m = 0(A), 
which completes the proof. 
ALGORITHM 
Since the problem is quasi-coupled the algorithm is divided into two parts. The 
first for the thermal part is based on the technique of quadratic programming. The 
second for the elastic contact problem with friction is based on the numerical ap­
proximation of a saddle point [1], [16]. Sufficient conditions for the existence of 
a saddle point can be found in [4]. 
Definition 3.2. A point (ush, Xh) eKh x A c K x A is said to he an approximate 
saddle point of a functional ££ on Kh x A if a saddle point (MS, X) e K x A exists 
and if 
S£(ush, LI) = Se(ushy Xh) = Sf(v, kh) V(v, p) e Kh x A . 
The problem (3.2b) is equivalent to the following problem: 
find uh e Kh such that 
L(uh) = min sup j£?(v, /x) 
veKh neA 
where A = { |̂ / ieL2(F a) , \jx\ S 1 a.e. on Fa}, 3? is the Lagrangian, Kh a K <= V. 
Then jVa g\vt\ ds = sup Jrat \igvt ds, where gvt is a Lipschitz operator mapping 
V-+L2(Fj. ueA 
Thus we have the following problem: 
find uh e Kh such that 
L(uh) = min sup J£(v, LI) = min sup < L0(v) + figvt ds > . 
veKh He<A veKh /ieA ( J E* J 
The existence of a saddle point follows from Propositions 1.2 and 2.2 of [4] and 
the Korn inequality. By Proposition 2.2 we also obtain uniqueness of its approxima-
tion (ush, Xh) eKhx A. 
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Let v e K . Then there exists vheKh such that \\vh - v\\h^0 -> 0. Thus a sequence 
{vh}, vheKh can be chosen such that vh -> us in V. Due to Propositions 1.2 and 2.2 
of [4] and this assumption, 
<&(ush> h) = mi n sup £(v, n) = min L(v) = L(ush) ^ L^vA) -"-"-* L(us) 
veKn fteA veKn 
as the functional Lis continuous. Since A is closed and lim L(v) -> oo subsequences 
||«||->oo 
{ushi}, {Xhi} of {ush}, {Xh} can be chosen such that ushi -*• u0 in V, Xhi -* A0 in A. 
Since vheKh, vh -* v in V we have v e K and thus u0 eK . Since A is closed, it is 
weakly closed and thus A0 e A. 
As L(us//) ^ L(vA) / l_0
> L(us) and as Lis weakly lower semicontinuous, we have 
L(u0) ^ liminf L(usAi) ^ L(u s). 
fti->0 
Since us is a solution of the problem (2.9b'), we have us = u0 and the sequence 
{ushi} can be chosen quite arbitrarily. Thus {usft} -> us. As 
L(vh) = L(ush) = L0(ush) + j0n(ush) ^ L0(ush) + B(us, ush - us) -
- S(ush - us) + jgn(ush) + l/2c0[|usft - us[|
2 , Vv, e Kh, 
we have 
IK - ush\\ = c{L0(vh) + jgn(vh) - L0(ush) + 
+ B(us, us - ush) - S(us - ush) - jgn(ush)Y
12 , Mvh e Kh . 
Let US choose vh e Kh such that vh -> us. Then L0(vh) -> L0(us), j(vA) -> j(us) for 
h -> 0 + . Thus 
lim sup [|us - usft|| ^ c { ; J u s ) - l iminf j ju s / l )}
1 / 2 ^ 0 
ft-*0+ ft->0 + 
as the functional jQn is weakly lower semicontinuous. Thus ||us — ush\\ -> 0 for 
/ z - > 0 + . 
As (ush, Xh) is saddle point of J? on Kh x A, we have 
м(и*н)* <Ь ^ *<</"**) + Хнд(и$н)г Й5 , V// е Л . 
Га ^ т а 
^o(Wsft) + 
Hence 
(/i - Afc) g(us/j), ds ^ 0 V/z e A and 
Í, ((A, + Q9(ush)t) - A,) fo - Xh) ds ^ 0 V O > 0 , V / i e / 1 . 
(3.6) Aft = P(Xh + Qg(uh)t) , O > 0 , P is a projection of L
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Souh rn 
SIGNORINIHO ÚLOHA SE TŘENÍM V LINEÁRNÍ TERMOELASTICITĚ: 
QUASI-SDRUŽENÝ 2D-PŘÍPAD 
JIŘÍ NEDOMA 
V článkuje diskutována Signoriniho úloha se třením v quasi-sdružené lineární termopružnosti 
(2D-případ). Diskutovaná úloha je modelovou úlohou v geodynamice litosférických desek. 
Je dokázána existence a jednoznačnost řešení modelové úlohy. Je dokázána konvergence konečně 
prvkové aproximace k přesnému řešení. Je proveden odhad koeficientu tření v závislosti na fyzi­
kálních parametrech prostředí. 
Pe3K>Me 
SAflAHA CMHBOPHHH C TPEHHEM flJDI JIHHEÍÍHOM TEPMOynPyrOCTM: 
KBA3H-COnPiI^CEHHbIíi 2D CJIYHAVÍ 
JIŘÍ NEDOMA 
B CTaTbe o6cy>KAaeTCH Sa/JaHa CHHBOpHHH C TpeHHeM AJIH KBa3H-COnpH)KeHHOH JIHHeHHOH Tep-
MOynpyrOCTH. O6cy»CJTaeMaH Sa/TaHa HBJIHeTCH 3 a MO/JeJIBK> AJTfl reOAHHaMHKH JIHTOCýepHHeCKHX 
njIHT. rjpKaSBIBaeTCJI CyHTeCTBOBaHHe peHleHHH MOfleJIbHOH SaAa^H H eTO OAH03HaHHOCTb. flaJIee 
npHBOflHTCH jiPKa3aTeJlBCTBO CXO/THMOCTH anpOKCHMaHHH C KOHeHHBIM HHCJIOM 3JIeMeHTOB K TOH-
HOMy peHIeHHK). jHaeTCfl OneHKa K03(])<})HHHeHTa TpeHHfl B 3aBHCHMOCTH OT $H3HHeCKHX napaMCTpOB 
Cpe/JBI. 
Authoťs address: Ing. Jiri Nedoma, Středisko výpočetní techniky ČSAV, Pod vodárenskou 
věží 2, 182 07 Praha 8. 
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